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Swim-A-Thon On WFUL
To Dive Into Fund Appeal
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The Board of Directors of the Willow Plunge Pool Volume Twenty-Eight
Corporation met Monday night in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Bushart in the Country Club Courts, with
all members present.
At the meeting, plans for the Swim-A-Thon Talent
Show, to be broadcast over Radio Station WFUL on
March 7, were discussed.
The Swim-A-Thon, beginning at 9:30 a. m., will originate at the Fulton Woman's Club building, with CharWilson Wyatt candidate for the
lie Burrow acting as master of ceremonies. Mr. Burrow Democratic
nomination for lieuwill be assisted by several others including a number tenant governor on the CombsWyatt ticket, will campaign in
of Woman's Club members.
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Wilson Wyatt To Visit In New Bank In Local Area Takes Deposits
Fulton,Hickman Counties On Sunday;DriveFor StockholdersIs On
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The purpose of the 8wirn-AThen is to obtain funds to build
a bathhouse that must be completed before the new swimming
pool can be open.
The goal set for the Swim-A-

Thon is $8,000.
Talent from Fulton, Hickman,
Obion and other surrounding
counties and Murray State College, will take part in lhe event.
The Swim-A-Thon Show will
be a full day of fun and entertainment and the public is urged
to conic to the Woman's Club
building and enjoy the live radio
--jottings
program there.
from
Money raised for the construction of the swimming pool has
been spent to the fullest advantage. For example. the Union City
pool is 40x100 feet, costing $56,000. Fulton's pool is 90x50 at the
shalow end and 90x30 at the deep
end. Our pool is 10 feet longer
than the original plan. This was
done for the purpose of taking
care of the small children and
giving them more space.
There were many things that
The Fulton pool has as much
I wanted to chat with you about area
as the Union City pool and
today, but time, that precious , will
cost, when completed, a little
commodity, ran out on me I have more
than one-half that of Union
taken to the air-lanes these days City's
pool.
and although I save hours time
flying here and there. I still seem
to be short of time.
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There was one little thing I
wanted to tell you about, and that
was the ridiculous statement
made by Happy Chandler last
week in Louisville that he was
the major supporter of Alben
Barkley at the 1952 convention.
It isn't necessary for me to set
the record straight today, David
liarkley did that for me in Wednesday's Sun-Democrat.
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Fulton County on Tuesday,,March
3, it has been announced *by the
Combs-Wyatt State Headquarters
here. Mrs Wys2t will visit here
with her husbaiell.
Wyatt is planning a full day of
campaiynIng activities in Fulton
County. Detailed plans for
Wyatt's visit are being coordinated between the Combs-Wyatt
State Headquarters and the Fulton County Organization for Bert
Combs for Governor and Wilson
Wyatt for Lieutenant Governor
in the May 26 Democratic primary. Members of the Fulton
County Campaign Organization
are: Dr. Ward Bushart, Fulton,
Chairman; Homer Roberts, Hickman and Rodney A. Miller and
Charles Robert Bennett, Fulton,
all Co-Chairmen.

Wyatt, Combs' running mate,
will be in the First Congressional
District all week. Before coming
to Fulton County he is scheduled
for campaign tours on Monday in
Ballard and Carlisle Counties

during the day and a Hickman
County organizational meeting
at 7:00 p. m. that night at the
Beelerton Oracle School. Wyatt is

Wiled Wyatt

also scheduled Ilk campaigning
activities in Genres County on
Wednesday, Calleleray County on
Thursday and Marshall and Lyon
Counties on Fri*.
The Combs-110
V=.t State Headquarters anno
that tenative
plans are being made for Wyatt
to appear on the Paducah television station on Thursday evening. Plans are also being made
for Wyatt to make radio broadof the Swim-A-Thon has been casts while campaigning in Fulset at $S000
ton, Mayfield, Murray and BenThe statement follows
ton. Specific television and radio
Statement of Rect-tpts and Dis- times will be announced as soon
bursements as of Feb -25-1959 as final .arrangements have been
completed, a headquarters spokesRECEIPTS
man said
Pledges
17.919,41
Cub Scout Carnival .. 2,132 12

Financial Statement Of Willow
Plunge Shows Indebtedness

The stockholders are humanitarians, the dividends
are blessings, the deposits are comforts for the poor.
That's the new bank that's coming to the Fulton area!
Indeed, the=on Area Clothes Bank is the newest
institution to
its door in the Hickman, Fulton and
South Fulton'area and the first capital stock will be
issued in a gigantic "gathering" on'Sunday, March 8.
This Sunday, March 1;every citizen in the Fulton and
South Fulton school area will be called upon to make
a big deposit of clothing to the clothes bank. Boy Scouts
and other volunteers will mike a house-to-house canvass
for clothing of any kind. To add color to the drive a
huge box-car donated by the Illinois Central Railroad
will act as the bank's vault and clothing will be deposited there when the canvassers complete their
rounds. The box car will be located on Lake Street.
• • • •
filled. And from all indications
While all types of clothing
are needed, for adults and children alike, it is hoped that a
greater effort will be made to
deposit children's clothing in
the bank.
•
•
•
The box-car MUST BE FILLED
TO OVERFLOWING on Sunday
evening, Police and fire sirens
will blow when the box-car is

C. D. Jones Named Outstanding
Jaycee Of The Year In Fulton

NMI

•

in p'ulton

Roper. Fields. I.: easurer of the
Willow Plunge Park Corporation,
The the annual Service Awards the Jaycees during the past year
Wednesday released a state of reBanquet held at the Rose Room and was active in all Jaycee proCeipts and disbursements as of
of Smith's Cafe Thursday night, jects. Butts is a director in the
Feb 25. which showed that the
February 19th, C. D. Jones, presi- local club and has recently been
corporation is 11,846 92 in debt
dent of the local Jaycee club was elected as a director on the Kenbesides what It will coat to conpresented with the Outstanding tucky State Chamber of Comstruct the bath houses at the
Jaycee Award. The award was merce. l'he presentation of all
I have become firmly convinced pool This explains why the goal
given as a token of appreciation three awards was made by Bill
these past few years that Happy
for the many hours of hard work Warren, local Commonwealth
*20,061.53
Chandler is unaware that modern
and outstanding service to the agent who is also on the board
Program Introducing
communications have a way of
club and to the community durContinued on Page Eight
Dr8SURSEMENTS
reporting what he says. And aling the past year.
NOWCOMOTI Presented
Nat'l
Eqpt
Pool
Cc
5939.91
though Harry Lee Waterfield
Also sharing in the honors were
By Mary N.U. Wright I Labor .
2707 56
owns a newspaper, and boasts
Richard Thompson of the Henry
Dick
Meschum
752.50
that he has attended 27 annual
Mary Nelie Wright began a
I. Siegel Company who received
3867.58
press conventions, he's getting weakly $eries of Interviews on P. T. Jones (Concrete)
the key man award and James
300 00
about as unconcerned about facts her daily wily Mar Lade pro- A. Buddleston
The program of assistance for Butts of Harvey Caldwell ComAtkins Ins. Agency
. 78.00
as Happy.
gram War Rain. Statists
crippled children In Fulton Coun- pany who received the Distin- _ The Ballard Memorial Bombers
Waymatic Co
.
100.95
WPM Wednesday
at
Baird Bldg. a Material Co.. 127.43 ty is currant*, helping four guished Service Award. Thomp- pulled &nay in the last four
I recall distinctly the conven- I:M.
son served as State Director tor minutes here nresday to defeat
Builders
644.18 worthy children overcome handiSupply Co.
tion of 1952. I was there. I recall
The series, "'Getting to Knew
caps that they are financially unthe Fulton Bulldogs by a 60-50
Highland
Lb
55620
Co
that Harry Lee stayed at the con- vsie is ter the pawpaw ad
able to pay themselves, Fulton
count.,
vention just a short time and throwing tint the welcome mat Geo Bodkin /Plumber).. 3220.00
Pulton had a 42-40 edge gcpekg
27673 Rotarians wer told Tuesday in a
wasn't even around when Happy to IM111110811111161111 to OUT city. A dif- Misc. (PrinUng etc)
into the final period and the
97130 special program on aid to cripwas "lobbying" around the hotels ferent lady will be interviewed Cub Scouts Carnival
victory was not clinched by the
Internal Revenue Berv.
164.34 pled childrn.
in the interest of the nomination, mei week,
Bombers until the final minutes.
The
Fulton
Rotary
of not Alben Barkley, but SenaClub
proWednesday morning Connie
Jerry Newton led the Ballard
111,746/32 vides assistance to crippled chiltor Dick Russell.
rewlekiewles, wife of CMOs@
scoring with 21 points. Bolter
dren of Fulton County as a conPawInkiewies, who is personnel Balance in Bank
284 91 tinuing
Pigue, Fulton forward, rolled up
Harry Lee knows that. He's director at the Ferry-Mom
annual project of the club,
UNPAID BILLS
A definite site for the proposed 32 points for top honors in the
supplementing, in a small way,
heard It enough, yet he says Seed Co. plant, was interviewBuilders Supply Co$1341.50 the assistance
"amen" to everything Happy says. ed. Moisten Tripp, wife of mlthat the Crippled maximum security federal prison game.
T. Jones
125 42 Children's Fund
13 33 40 60
And besides that Harry Lee ton's Mayor, sang "Getthag to p.
receives annual- for this area has not been select- Ballard Memorial
Dick Meachtun
28000 ly from the sale of
. 17 32 42 50
says "Happy Chandler is the Know Toe."
Easter seals. ed, Sen. John Sherman Cooper Pulton City
Fulton
Judge John C.
Bodkin
100
Oeo.
00
greatest Governor Kentucky has
If yen know of any newMrs. Braswell, County health said today.
Bondurant was accused in legal
ever had"
comers to Fulton or South FulA wire service story recently
action filed at Hickman Friday
TOTAL
$1846.92 nurse, brought 12-year-old Pauton, please contact Mary Nelle,
lette Brown to the meeting Tues- said the prison would- be built in
morning with being "prosecutor,
What I want to know, folks, is so that die may interview the
judge and jury . . . all without
Willow Plunge Park Corp, day, and in her talk pointed out the Crab Orchard Lake area of
that true
ladles of the home.
that Paulette, one of the four Southern Illinois.
due process of law" in denying
Fulton, Kentucky
Lean Carter Barton, State
County cases, has been under
Roper Fields—Treas.
The senator said he had check- Representative from Graves a Hickman newspaper publisher
, treatment for a deformed foot ed with the Bureau of Prisons
access to court records.
County. announced this week that
' all of her life. The three other and had learned that the site had
Roland C. Gardner, who pubhe will be a candidate for reelecBREAKS HIP
cases, Mrs. Braswell stated, in- not been selected, but that poslishes the Hickman Courier, furtion.
ther accused the county judge of
Mrs. Amy Lowe of Pierce, who cluded a polio case, age 14, a sible locations for the prison had
Barton is completing his first
violating both the United States
served as postmistress there for young boy with a club foot, and been reduced to six.
term in the office.
another young boy who needs an
and Kentucky constitutions.
He said Fulton County was one
many years, fell about noon TuesGardner asked, through PaduSALVATION ARMY TRUCK
Six outstanding 4-H Clubs in of Birdwell; Leon Jones, presi- day at her home and broke her artificial leg.
of the six areas still in the runcah Attorney Charles Williams,
Western Kentucky were honored dent of Rush Creek; Patsy Al- hip. She was taken to the West
Crippled children of Fulton ning for the prison.
The truck from the Salvation
at Paducah Monday evening with derdice, secretary of Livingston Kentucky Baptist Hospital in Pa- County are taken by local RoSen. Cooper said he made the Army Men's Social Service Cen- that a writ of mandamus be issued by Fulton Circuit Court dithe annual Kentucky Utilities Teen-Age; Jerry Stewart, presi- ducah In a Hornbeak ambulance. tarians to the special clinic for investigation after seeing news- ter will be in
Fulton Monday, recting Bondurent
to recind his
Company awards and recognition dent of Hickman Teen-Age; Gary She is the mother of Ernest and them in Paducah, every six paper stories indicating that March 2. The Chamber
of Com- order of February 2 which
closed
dinner.
Tilford, Oscar president, and Jack Lowe of Fulton. Mrs. Lowe months There they receive treat- Southern Illinois already had merce will accept the telephone
the records to Gardner's surContinued on Page tight
Club representatives, leaders
Continued on Page Eight
is 74.
ment and corrective measures.
calls for pickup service, phone 43. veillance.
and extension service personnel
A motion relative to the manfeted were from.
damus will be made in the FulBardwell, 4th, 5th and 6th
ton Circuit Court, presided over
grade club, Carlisle Cctinty;
by Judge Elvis J. Stahr at 9 a. m.
Rush Creek Club, Fulton
on February 28. It specifically
County.
asks that the mandamus comTeen-Age Club, Livingston
The sixth Tennessee manufact- other towns of Tennessee, not
mand the "defendant to open the
County;
uring plant of the Henry I. Siegel only from the standpoint of
Continued on Page Eight
Oscar Club, Ballard County;
Company, manufacturers of "H. consistent operation at full
Milan Community Club, Mc- I. S." nationally advertised sports- capacity, but with the corn
Cracken County;
wear, outerwear and men's and pany's general and abiding inTeen-Age Club, Hickman boy's trousers, will soon become terest in the economic and civic
County.
reality following arrangements welfare and betterment of the
Making reports of their club's consumated this week between community where it has
activities and accepting -$10 cash firm officials and city officials of plants.
Rives and Kenton rolled to imawards for being judged by the Gleason. The plant will employ
pressive triumphs at Martin Tues"These things, added to the
State 4-H Department as the more than 200.
day night in the first round of
high and most favorable imoutstanding club in their counthe 'District 27 boys basketball
Gleason Mayor R. If Owen has pression made by the manageties were Carol Payne, secretary announced that the a g cement
tourney.
ment personnel of the Siegel
Rives dumped Dixie 90-56,
entered into by the city and the Company on the officials of the
while Kenton ousted Hornbeak
Siegel company calls for the com- city, make us certain that we
69-42.
pletion of a building 12o x 201 are bringing to the Gleason
Billy Autry with 25 and Jerry
feet with 24,000 square feet of community an industry that
Spencer with 22 paced the Rives
will contribute much to the
•
•
•
attack, while Joe Hamilton with
economic benefit and civic de6P R. H. Owens, mayor of Glea19 and Bobby Collins with 16 led
velopment of Gleason."
Dixie. Billy Sanderson was the
Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield son, made the following state•
S
•
big gun for Kenton with 27
Saturday at Murray will make ment Wednesday morning to
points. Isaac Dexter got 16 for
the first of a series of campaign the Fulton County News con- floor space and the addition of
Hornbeak.
appearances that will take him cerning the new Siegel factory added space needed by th6. cons-'
In Wednesday night games,
pany. W. C, Harris, Jr. of Jackinto 13 counties in seven days, at Gleason:
Martin meets South Fulton at 7
"This is our first big break- son has' been selected as the
and will include three district
and Woodland Mills faces Palmthrough in obtaining industry architect for the building's comcampaign openings.
ersville at 8:30.
Murray will be the scene of for Gleason. Judging by the pletion, It is estimated that the
the first district campaign open- Siegel operations elsewhere in new building will be ready for
RED CROSS DRIVE
ing for Waterfield. A rally for Tennessee. we think that we occupancy in about two months.
The annual Red Cross Fund
R. H. OWENS (center), mayor of Gleason and
a member of the Gleason building committee; T.
all the counties within the First are most fortunate in obtaining
Mr. Sam Siegel of 'Bruceton.
Drive will be held this year durCongressional District is to take a plant of this company for president of the company, stated chairman of the building committee, is shown
L. Smith, a member of the Gleason building com- ing-the
week of March 15, Harold
shaking hands with Sam
of the
place at the Murray State College Gleason and community.
this week that the Gleason plant Henry I. Siegel Company Siegel, president
mittee
a
member
and
of the City Board and Frank Wiley, Fulton Chapter Chairman,
and mayor of Bruceton.
Auditorium, starting at 2 p. m„
"We have been highly ins- would
primarily
manufacture They are shown in front of the new Siegel plant 'Hargrave, a member of the Gleason building can- announced today. Robert Burrow
Continued on Page Eight
Premed by the Siegel record in
CST.
at Gleason. With them are: Finis Vinson, (left), niittec, at the right.
will again be Fund Chairman. •
•

Program Helping
Fulton County
Crippled Children

the prothat him Court

it will be filled and perhaps overflowed.
But to use laymen's language
the story of, the Fulton area
Clothes Bank is this:
A small band of local people,
constantly confronted with solicitations for the poor decided that
the need for such aid was growing almost dairly. It became obvious that to buy a pair of shoes

here, a coat there:, some dresses
now and then would only partially relieve the sitt*tion at best.
Businessmen, Churches, civic
groups were conftantly beseiged
for help to the needy in the field
of wearing apparel and moreover social workers are on a
never ending search for clothing
in the most extreme cases.
So now cozies the Clothes
Bank. When the clothing deposits
are received orVeSunday, they will
be "banked" at a "main office"
in Fulton witita branch office in
Hickman to facilite withdrawals
for worthy reitidents. The board
of directors Neill be the welfare
directors
and Obion
Counties anct, the health nurses
in Fulton aed HicAanan. These
five personsi will pass on the
withdrawals from the bank upon
the recommeihdations of Ministers
and other q lified persons permitted to pa4s on the validity of
such withdra als.
In other w ds, the Fulton Area
Clothes Bank will not arbitrarily
give out clotl4ng to any person
Who asks for it. That's understandable. The Bank is to help
the needy on 4 year round basis
where the nee is justified.
Already the
nk can boast of
a goodly number of stockholders.
A garment fact ry has donated
several hundredi pairs of pants
and other garme ts; a shoe company has donate4 several dozen
pairs of shoes; ki4idly merchants,
laundry and c
ing establishments, dress sh s and others
have given and hive promised to
make regular deposits of shop
work and other available garments.
For the time being the building formerly occupied by the Fred
Roberson Grocery will act as the
bank's headquarters. Tentative
plans are to have the bank's doors
open periodically for withdrawals
by workers on a volunteer basis.
Like Topsy Ole idea grew from
the idle, but et:instructive conversation of se,'few enterprising
people with *weft afore thought.
The idea(red until today it nears
completion "kid success.
When a "bank Teller" calls on
you on Sunday for clothing please
make your big deposit to a bank
where blessings are dividends.

Ballard Wins
Over Fulton

Prison Site Not
Selected; Fulton
Is Considered

Newspaper
Editor Sues
Fult n Judge
/County

Barton Candidate
For Representative

Six West Kentucky 4-H Clubs
Honored At Paducah Monday

Siegel Adds New Plant At Gleason; Sixth In Growing Chain

Rives And Kenton
Win In Tourney

Waterfield At
Murray Saturday

•

Plan Your Clean-Up, Fix-Up Work Right Now!
This is going to be an extra-good
year for the Twin Cities to look their
best, and that means that as soon as
warm weather is here to stay, we
should see one of the biggest and best
"Clean-Up, Fix-Up" campaigns spontaneously develop that has ever been
developed here, even on purpose.
But people in the Twin Cities
shouldn't need a campaign to get to
work this Spring . . . all they should
need is a bit of sunshine.
We are all going to be as busy as
bees until the late summer, with the
Centennial bringing in thousands of
visitors, Ferry-Morse bringing in
more employees, Siegel opening and

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by

tAcFeetters

bringing in, perhaps, more employees,
and who knows what else.
Before we all commit our full
energies to the many community jobs
ahead, let us first take a look at our
houses, yards, business buildings, outbuildings and other properties. Let's
straighten 'em up, paint 'em up and
get everything neat and orderly for
the big summer. We'll have all kinds
of visitors, all kinds of kinfolks, all
kinds of pictures and we will want
to be ready.
..And right now, with the first rays
of spring sunshine coming down
through the bare trees, is a good time
to get that work done, or planned for!

"The Kennel"Performs Valuable Service At FHS
This is a special little pat on the
back for all those at Fulton High
School who are, and have worked all
this year, on the "Kennel" Staff.
"The Kennel" is the school newspaper at Fulton High, and a good one
that need bow to none other in the
country with a similar-sized student
body. Published every six weeks
through the school year, "The Kennel" supplies that personal spark that
fuses a student body into-an energetic
and loyal group like nothing else can.
It has been our pleasure to have
worked closely with "Kennel" staffs
during the past three years of the
paper's existence in the printing of
the publication in our shop. It has
been our pleasure because the top
people on the "Kennel" staff are generally th top students of their class,
applying themselves seriously as beginners in a professional field that, if
they stay interested, offers them a
fine future.
High school is the time to find potential journalists and help them
along, just as it is for young musicians
—two fields that we have been speci-

ally interested in, here in Fulton.
Other fields, we leave to others.
But the point is, most students in
High School who want some kind of
a career and are walling to work for
it, don't know what they want. Their
best bet is to try several of the fields
of endeavor that are available, find
which direction their interest lies,
and gravitate toward activities in that
field, if they are offered. Preliminary
training in work that seems interesting to them—such as journalism—
gives them that must better foundation for college.
The same applies to sports, history,
teaching, agriculture, medicine engineering and other major fields.
What a shame that so many go
through high school not knowing
what they want and having few opportunities to find out, and who graduate throwing away valuable years
that they need for a foundation.
At Fulton High, anyone interested
in exploring the field of journalism,
and in getting valuable training in it
before College, has plenty of opportunity on "The Kennel". Long may it
last!

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Diplomacy Requires Highest Moral Standards
By Robert D. Murphy,
Deputy Under Secretary of State
THE MORAL ASPECTS of diplomacy are vitally important for the
welfare o'f•tilie United States. Not only
must we maintain high standards of
conduct fair'our own self-respect, but
we must make foreign policy decisions based on sound moral principles
and convictions in order to win and
keep the respect of other nations.
It is well known that the goals and
methods of international Communism
often compel their representatives to
twist facts to suit their purposes. This
would seem to give them a tactical
advantage at times, but certainly in
the long run such misstatements cancel out the advantages. The facts
speak for themselves.
Even among nations of other faiths,
the United States is highly respected
precisely because it does reflect
Christian morality in its foreign
policy. President Eisenhower and
Secretary Dulles are both men of
strong moral principles, which enter
into our dealings with all nations.
TN SHAPING our foreign policy,
public opinion should also have some
measure of control—particularly in
the adherence to very general principles and objectives. The relation,
however, is a very delicate and complex one.
Very often it is hard to determine
eXactly what the public opinion is on
a given question. From the letters
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Addl.Pan all mall tirubsertottons. change of address. Forms
36711 to
20st Office Box 485
Fulton. Kentuck:.
Published Fve.7 Thursday of The Year
t PAUL and jOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
• member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Funnel County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
it-id Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3 nn 1,,r year.
entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton. Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 18-9.
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that come to the State Department,
we know that most of the American
people—or rather,"most of those who
write us—do not want to become involved in another war at this time.
The State Department agrees with
this policy of preserving the pear*.
Avoiding war, if it can be avoided, is
our major objective. But when we
move the question along to its next
logical point—what decision, in this
concrete situation, will be best calculated to avoid war?—public opinion
.becomes less precise. Beyond the expression of general, long-range objectives, the letter writers usually
leave the decision up to us.
There is further consmi Iliticn that
public opinion is not necessarily always right. If the public, through lack
.of detailed information or of sufficient study, misjudges a situation, we
must act in its best interests as we see
them, even though we act contrary to
the expressed wish of a large number
of letter writers. In such situations,
we make decisions in light of our
sound and stable moral principles exercising conscientiously the responsibility which the public has entrusted to us.
LEADING a nation through the intricacies of international affairs is not
an easy task. To succeed, we must be
convinced that moral principles definitely occupy a high place in the conduct of world diplomacy. They are
needed in the relations of the United
States with other nations not only
for their own value, but also because
they inspire confidence in our basic
good will. Guided by these principles
and strengthened by God's grace, we
shall carry on confident of creating
a lasting and enduring peace.
Pride and fear are unfit to bear
ilia standard of Truth, and God will
*never place it in such hands.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Other parts of the body assist
the sneaker but the hands speak
th-mselves.
—Quintilian
re the hand :slat is honest
and hearty, free as the breeze and
enTharkled by party.
—James Montgomery

•

"I've got enough troubles today, Jugwell, without being
reminded you've been with us 25 years!"

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock—
Febrhary 24, 1939
L. B. Choates, 37, Hickman
garage owner, was killed instantly at 5 o'clock Monday afternoon,
when the car he was driving
crashed through the railing on
the overhead bridge on the Old
Trpy road and dropped 25 feet
to the railroad.
Mel Simons of this city, who
played with the Louisv il I e
Colonels last year, has been
chosen manager of the Meridian.
Miss., baseball club. Meridian's
team is a member of the Southeastern League.
New officers of the Fulton
Chamber of Commerce are: Hoyt
Moore. president; Paul Hornbeak,
vice president; Joe Davis, secretary; Mrs. Wilmon Boyd, assistant secretary; L. Kasnow, treasurer; Abe Thompson. Leon
Browder, Frank Beadles. John
Earle, Clyde Williams and R. E.
Sanford, composing the other
members of the board.
T. H. Irby, age 70. died Sunday
at 3:40 a. m., at his home on
Second-st., after ag,extended illness.
Hiram M. Meeks, local Malco
manager is making great plans

retired recently from the I. C.
Railroad here Also, appearing in
the picture with Mr. Henson is
General Foreman M. M. Matlock
of Fulton.
Well, my bosses, Jo and Paul,
We understand that our story
really made the pages of the Feb- about the goat and the burro at
ruary issue of 'The Kentucky Pilot Oak appeared in the JanuPress", the official publication of ary issue of the I. C. magazine
the Kentucky Press Association. We have some good pictures
of
They were shown in two differ- the goat and burro which Paul
ent pictures, each, on the inside plans to run soon.
cover and on page one. Paul was
In the latest issue of "Kentucky
elected vice-president and Jo was Development News Digest,"
the
on a panel.
folowing appeared about Fulton
"WE GET A BOUQUET FROM
Remember that much-discussed
electric hegter out at the radio FULTON
"The City of Fulton last month
station' WM. it lot tired of it all
Sunday and blew a fuse, scorch- passed an official resolution taking note of KyDED's assistance in
ing the wall of the studio.
locating the Ferry-Morse Seed
Named 1959 Betty Crocker plant there. To quote: 'That the
Homemakers of Tomorrow in appreciation of said body and of
high schools in Fulton are: Cyn- the community it represents be
thia Kaye Campbell of Fulton extended to the Department of
High and Alma Jean Green of Economic Development and its
South Fulton High.
officers and employees.- and
especially its Commissioner, Mr.
Each received the highest score George W. Hubley, and his assisin a 50-minute written examina- tants for the services
furnished
tion on homemaking knowledge
to the said city in the references,
and attitudes taken by graduating consultation, information
and
senior girls in her school. Each recommendations which
resulted
will receive a homemaking pitv
in the location of the Ferry-Morse
manufactured by Josten's, which packaging division
at Fulton,
represents the slogan, "Home is
which is calculated to greatly imWhere the Heart Is." Her exami- prove the economic
condtion in
nation paper will be entered in
said city and to improve the emcompetition with those of other ployment therein.'
Thank you,
school winners. in the state to
Mayor Tripp."
name the state Betty Crocker
Homemalcer of. Tomorrow.'
FIRST PRINTtNG mass
The test is designed and judged
Th.. first printing press in th;
by Science Research Associates.
New World was set up in Mexico
In the February issue of the According to The World Book
Illinois Central Magazine there Encycl5pedic craftsmen in Mexiare stories, accompanied by pic- co -City were printing books in
tures of R. C. Pickering and J. 1539. less than 100 years after the
B. Henson, both of Fulton who press was invented.
the Fulton Hospital They are
both members of. and active in,
the First Baptist Church of Fulton.

for a Spring Fashion Show to be
presented at the Fulton Theatre
on Wednesday night. March 8th.
James "Pee Wee" Nanney, 20year-old Murray State College
student, won his fight against
Jimmie Waelde, Evansville, Ind.,
Reitz high school fullback, in a
gloves tournament at Evansville
last week. Nanney fought in the
welterweight division.
Miss Freida Harrison, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Harrison ofTrenton, Tenn, and John H. Berson, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Barron of Dyer. Tenn., were married Saturday afternoon here by
Justice of the Peace Homer
Roberts. They were accompanied
by Laverne and Paul Glisson.
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I have leased my Texaco Station on the 5.1 By Pass to two hustling young fellows, Jerry Hawks
and Harold Newton, and I know they will do-their
best to serve you. Give them a try.
At the same time, I want to ex_pre_skmy appreciation to all who traded witR me in the past years.
During this time I have made many frienahip
that I shall always regard with. much happiness.
J. H. (JIM) ALLEN

Mrs. J. E. Fall was hostess to
her luncheon club Tuesday at her
home. on Vine-st. A three course
luncheon was served to the two
tables of members.
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Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Morgan announce the birth of a daughter
Thursday, Feb. 16, at the Fulton
Hospital.

TI

for Tr
for Parti

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sawyer announee the birth of a son, weighing ten pounds. Friday night _in
the Fulton Hospital.

around town with

Ouida Jewell
No one could have been more
surprised than Wayne Anderson
Saturday evening at the Kennel
banquet at the Park Terrace
when he and Susan Bushart were
named as winners of the "Most
Outstanding Citizens of Fulton
High" Awards. Why Wayne was
so surprised was because he was
so sure another boy was winning
the award. You see, Wayne is
editor of the school newspaper,
which is published by the Fulton
County News. The paper was
published on Saturday afternoon
in time so that these attending
the banquet could have a copy
at the close of the program.
The hot news stoey of the winners was published in the paper.
New to accomplish this task of
publishing the winners, of' which
Wayne was one, without him
knowing—as he is the editor—
was quite a task.
Wayne was toia the winners.
He was assigned the task of writing the story of Miss Bushart and
another boy, who actually was
not a winner. Wayne had a cut
made of the other boy and made
up the front page of the paper.
Now, without Wayne knowing
it, Ken Turner, Jr. was assigned
the job of writing up Wayne and
having his cut made. We were in
on the secret and it was amusing,
when Wayne sent Ken out of the
back shop when he went to insert
the lead story, announcing the
winner.
After Wayne had it all ready
to go on the press, then Ken and
the boys in the back shop had to
slip around Wayne and insert the
story about him (Wayne) being
the winner, then he was kept
from seeing the papers until after
.the banquet.
Can you imagine how he felt?
Here he thought he was keeping
a big secret from Ken, when all
along Ken was keeping an even
bigger secret from Wayne.
Don't forget to listen to Mary
Nelle's radio program, "My Fair
Lady" Thursday morning at 9:30.
At that time she will give the
third of a series of stories on the

life of Abraham Lincoln.

HOI

We understand that Hendoo
Wright is now associated with
Jackson's Southside Drug Cornpany. Mr. Wright has had long
experience in the drug business
in Fulton and he cordially invites
all of his friends to call at this
store when in need of any of the
services that the store provides.
Also associated with MP.
Wright are Douglas Taylor and
Mrs. Kate Foy, registered pharmacists, and Mrs. Dorothy McKnight and Mrs. Bob Hyland
salesladies.
James Needham and Frank LeMaster, two likeable young men.
who have been employed at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home here for
quite some time, have purchased
a substantial interest in the business from Mr. Hornbeak, and in
the future will be active in the
management and
professional
duties of the business. .
Mr. Needham, and his wife,
Carolyn, came to Fulton in March
of 1957, and have made many
friends and established themselves as citizens who are interested in the worthwhile things of
the community. Mr. Needham attended Cumberland College, Williamsburg, Ky., and is a graduate
of Kentucky College of Embalming and Mortuary Science, and is
qualified to practice in Kentucky
and Tennessee. Mr. Needham is
a Methodist and Mrs. Needham is
a member of the Church of
Christ.
Mr. LeMaster and his wife,
Jean, came to Fulton in June of
1958, and they too, have made
many friends and have established themselves with the better
interests of the community. Mr.
LeMaster attended the University of Kentucky, and is a graduate of the Cincinnati College of
Embalming and Morttrary
Science, and is licensed to practice in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Mrs. LeMaster Is a graduate of
the St. Elizabeth Hospital School
of Nursing, in Covington.- Ky.,
and at present is associated with
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Oft Early Marketing!

E. Fourth

ileadstart your pigs on Wayne Tail
Curlers. New Syncro-Zymic nutrient
action in all Wayne Pig Feeds keeps
pigs growing and gaining fast.
BYGROMYC1N
now in Wayne Tail
Curler to control worms . . . plus
ARSAN1LIC ACID with Antibiotic f r

faster starts and top feed conversion.

A.C.BUTTS and SONS
Phone 202

East State Lino
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SEED FOR
SPRING SOWING
Korean and Kobe Lespedezas
Red Top, Timothy, Orchard Grass
Ky. 31 Fescue, White Dutch, Ladino Clover
Seed Oats
JUST ARRIVED FROM HOLLAND I
Imported new numbers in
GLADIOLI BULBS
Get your order for FERTILIZER in NOW so
that we can deliver you the analysis you prefer!
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Mayfield Wins
Over Fulton

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Mayfield used its rebound advantage to roll past Fulton City
66-51 at Mayfield Friday night.
The Redbirds led at every
quarter stop. The Cards dpubled
the score at 22-11 at the end
of
the first period, moved out front
at 35-23 at hilftime and led 4834 at the end of the third quarter.
The Cardinals, paced by hamhanded Charlie Seavers, led in
rebounds 46-27. Beavers had 17
rebounds and 24 points for the
game
The Cards hit 38 per cent from
the field-26 of 68. Fulton City
managed only 15 of 59 from the
field for 25 per cent.
Roger Pigue led the way for
Fulton City with 22 points.
Mayfield
22 35 48 66
Fulton City
11 23 34 51

Milton Earl Thorpe, Obion
County magistrate from District
One and a leading farmer of the
county, Friday announced his
candidacy for Obion County trustee, in the Democratic Primary in
August
He is a past president of the
South Fulton Athletic Association
and is the first president of the
4-H Club Citizens Committee at
South Fulton, He is currently
serving his third year as a director of the Obion County Fair
Association.

Savings Bonds
Sales Announced
The County Chairman for Fulton County announced the comparative sale, of Series E and
H Savings Bonds. SaIiiii,fbr January, 1959, amounted to $56.562.
compared to $23,937 for January
1958 The county's goal is $354,750.
State sales for January, 1959.
amounted to $6,650,801, compared
to $6,494.677 for January. 1958
The State goal is $64.500 000
read the Claseteed

Ads

TOPS
tor Trim Surgeons
for Park Commissions

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27
4 00 Ten Survival
4 25 Dance Party
5 15 Film
5 30 News
6 35 Weather
5 40 Spurts
5 45 NBC News
$ 00 Highway Patrol
1E30 N
assage
00 tilers' Queen
11 00 00-Squad
9 30 Thin Man
00 Cliv of Snort()
9 43 Bowling
10 00 Favorite Story
10 30 News
10 45 Jack Parr
13 00 Sign oh

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28
30 Sign On
45 Cartoons
00 Howdy 00,47
30 Ruff & Itedde
1 00 FUr7
1 30 Circus Soy
II 00 TrU• Merl
II 30 Deis). live
13 00 Mr. Witard
13 15 News
12 30 itho•tline
1 30 Sports
3 00

8.0..tela

3:341
4,40
41Ib
5:410
3:30
00
II 10
1 00
00
• 30
10 00
11 00
1 00

Racine
Bowling.
Chen.i/ al Bor
revere
Jet Jackson
Jungle Jim
People PlIani
Como
A, reht on Is,.
Cimarron City
Welk
Wrestling
Sign Off

SUNDAY, MARCH 1
10 130 Sign On
10 15 Christian Sci
10 30 Herald Truth
II 00 Church
11 10 The Life
1200 Faith
12 30 Frontiers of P
I 00 Wiestom
1 30 Pro laglietball 1
3 30 Ask Waahlnito0 I
4 00 Omnibus
Li

00 Meet Pres.
30 !Lowey
00 Saber London
30 Bmgmen
iv Steve Allen
00 Chevy Show
00 Loretta Toting
30 Boston La.
00 News
15 MI .ion 0 Movie
00 Sign Off

MONDAY, MARCH 2
4 IS Sign On
CIO RO7 Rogers
I 30 Clauroom
COS Popsy.
7 00 Today
1:111 New.
11 00 Dough Re lit . 1.35 Weather _
9 10 Treasure Hunt 5 40 Sports
10 00 Price is Right
S 45 NBC News
10 10 Conorntrat1on
6 00 Bengal Lancers
II 00 Tic Tar Do
6.30 Buckskin
11 10 Could be You
3:00 Restless Gun
13 00 News
1:30 Wells Fargo
13:41 Pastor Swale
$AO Peter Gunn
13:30 The Answer
0:30 34 Men
UN Truth or Con. e.00 Arthur Murree
1.30 Resew Resets
3:30 Cod• 3
1 3$ Dr Melon.
10 00 Steve Canyon
3 30 These Itootai
10 30 News
3 00 Queen
10 45 Jack Parr
3 10 County Pair
Is 00 Sign Off

4 Is Sign On
6 30 Classroom
7 00 Today
• oo Dough Re 41
• 30 Treasure Hunt
10 00 Price is Rieht
10 30 Coseentratton
11 110 TIC Tee Do
11 30 Could be You
13 00 New.
S Pastor Speaks
12 30 RPD8
1 00 Truth or Con
1 30 Helleie Sallgia
2 00 Dr Malone
3 30 These Roota
3 ell Queen

3:30 County Pair
4:55 i.erre Ault',
es Pope's
5.30 News
5:34 West/ter
3.40 Sports
1345 NBC News
3:41e Union Paella
1330 Mannie s
SIAS Oeorge Burns
11311 Bob Cummings
3:110 Californians
9 30 Patti Oage
1010 Man No Ours
10 10 News
10 46 Jack Parr
13 00 Slew Off

WEDNE.SDAY, MARCH 4

if0111 feckty

DiatONITILAT1044

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
E. Fourth

Phone 169

Cape Girardeau, Missouri

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26
0 15 Sign On
4 00 (len, Autry
11 30 Classroom
5 00 Popee•
3 00 Today
5 10 News
COO Dough Re MI
5 15 Weather
▪ 30 Treasure Hunt 5 40 Sports
10 00 Price Ls Right
ii 45 NBC News
10 30 Concentration
6 00 Tilt, is Alice
II 00 Tic Tae Dough 6 30 Peoples Choice
11 30 Cuulci Be You
00 Whirlybirds
i2 00 News
7 30 It could be You
12 15 Pastor Speaks
8 00 Closed Doors
13 30 Digest
8 )0 Ernie Ford
1 00 Consequences
00 FL t Y •ur 1.11e
1 30 Haggle Bagels
ii 30 Masquerade
2 00 Dr. Malone
10 00 Fred Astaire
31'30 These Roots
II 00 Jack Parr
3 00 Queen Day
13 00 Sign Off
3 30 County Pair

4 11 Pea On
11 30 Cliagroom
1 00 Today
g 00 Dough Re Mi
9 311 Treasure thus%
111:011 hire Is Right
10.30 Cebreatr &Lion
MN Tic Taa Do
11:10 Could be You
13:40 News
13 $ Pastor Saimaa
111:30 Homemakers
I 00 Truth or Coo
1 30 Haggis Saimaa
3 00 Dr Malone
I 30 These Root*
3.00 Ruses

Nave•PM

CHANNEL 12

Paducah, Kentucky

TUESDAY, MARCH 3

This Chain Saw is

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

CHANNEL 6

6 IS Sign On
g 30 Classroom
750 Today
• 110 Doug Re Mi
9 30 Treasure Hunt
10 00 Price Right
10 30 Concentration
11 00 73e Ter Do
11 30 Could Be You
12 00 News
13 16 Pastor Speaks
13 30 P F A Show
1 00 Truth or Con.
1 30 Haggis Begins
2 00 Dr Malone
3 30 These Roots
3 00 Queen
3 30 County Pair

3.30 County Pair
4:90 Roy Roger,
1:01 Towne
11:311 News
II:34 Weather
4:40 llocirW
1:411 NBC News
3:40 Texas Randal*
0•30 Wagon Treiln
7 30 PrIce Is Right
8 00 Telephone Hr
00 Your Life
• 30 Pat Boone
10 00 How to Marry
10 10 News
10 45 Jack Parr
13 00 Sian Off

PlIATING MANTIS
The praying mantis doesn't
live up to its name, according to
The World Book Encyclopedia
The insect is cruel awl greedy,
but it is valuable to man because
it eats destructive field and garden insects,

Changes In Social
Security Law Told

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 26
7 00 Breakfast
00 Cut Kangaroo
111 45 News
9 00 Playhouse
9 JO Godfrey
1(1 00 I Love Lucy
1030 TOO Dollar
II 00 Love of Life
11 30 Search
11 45 Guiding Lls114
12 DO CBS News
Ii 06 News
12 20 Weather
i2 30 World Turns
1 00 Jimmy Dean
I 10 House Party
2 90 Big Payoff
2 10 Verdict
3 00 Brighter Day

3 15 Secret Storm
3 30 Edge Night
4 00 Matinee
4 30 Cartoons
4 50 Cru Rabbit
5 00 Rascal'
3:30 Illky King
5.00 Scoreboard
II 05 Weather
11•15 idw•rda
6 30 right
7 00 December Bride
7 30 Derringer
8 00 Zane Grey
8 30 Playhouse 110
10 00 Patti Page
10 30 (, RehrY
11 (g) Theatre
12 00 Mewl

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27
.1

00 Breakfast
3
of Night
11 00 Cot Kangaroo 4 00 Matinee
5 45 New•
4 30 Cartoon Capin
9 00 Playhouse
4 50 Cru Rabbit
9 30 Godfrey
5 00 Rascals
10 00 I Love Leer
5 30 Huckleberr7
10 30 Top Dollar
6 00 S. oreboard
II 00 I.t.4e of Life
6 05 Weather
II 30 Search
6 15 idw•rds
II 45 Oulding Light
6 10 Hit Parade
12 00 News
7 00 Rawhide
13 20 Weather
00 Silvers
12 30 World Turna
30 Adventure
1 00 Dean Show
00 LineUP
1 30 House Party
30 Person
2 00 Big Payoff
I 00 Mike HarnMar
30 Verdict Yours I 30 African Patrol
1 00 Brighter Day
I 00 Theatre
3 15 Sturm
1 00 News

I.SATt!RI)AY, FEBRUARY 28
O 00 Rig Picture
30 Lone Ranger
I 30 Cot Kangaroo
00 Zorro
0 30 Mighty Moues
30 Norths
10 00 Heckle. Jackie
00 Wyatt Zan)
10 30 Rubin Hood
30 Wanted
11.00 Fury
00 ()ale Storm
II 30 Auction
30 Have Gun
12 CPO Bowling
00 Ounsmoke
12 45 Hockey Pre.
1 00
New York Colif
30 viik
13 00
30 Im133
•3
ee3101ker
11 00 Theatre
5 00 C Performance 13 30 News

SUNDAY, MARCH 1
00 The Answer
30 The Life
00 Lamp
30 Look LIP
I 00 Eye on N W.
1 JO Camera 117re•
1 55 CBS News
II 00 Chriatophers
11 30 Man to Man
II 45 Ind on Parade
17 00 Matinee
1 30 Challenge
3.30 World Ideas
MN Pace Mattes

3.10 Behind News
4 00 College Quiz
100 Small World
5.30 20th Century
1300 Lassie
$ 30 Bar helot Father
3 00 id Sullivan
4.00 (1 S Thsatr•
1630 Hitchcock
ISO
Diamond
930 What's my Line
III 00 Sunday News
10 15 Theatre
12 00 News

MONDAY, MARCH 2
7 00 Breakfast
A ,ou Kangaroo
11 45 News
• ,X.1 Playhouse
a ;0 Godfrey
10 00 I Love Lucy
10 30 Top Dollar
11 00 Love of Life
11 30 Search
11 45 OuldIng Light
13 00 News
11 30 Weather
12 30 World Turn.,
100 Jimmy Dean
1 30 House Party
3 00 Big Payoff
3 30 Verdict
300 Brighter Dar
3 15 Secret Storm
3 30 Edge of Slight

00 Matinee
10 Cartoon Caper.
50 Cru Rabbit
00 Bill Hickok
30 Father
00 Scoreboard
06 Weather
16 CBS News
30 Name Tuna
00 The Texan
30 rather Knows
00 Dar.ny Thorns's
30 Ann Southern
00 Raiders
30 Roselle 11
1 00 State Trooper
1 30 Lawman
11 00 Theatr•
13 30 News

TUESDAY. MARCH 3
7 90 Breakfast
II 00 Kangaroo
I 46 Neve
9 00 Playhouse
0 30 cleans,
is 001 Lore Lest7
10 10 Too Dollar '
11 00 Love of Life
11 30 Search
11 45 Guiding Light
12 00 News
13 30 Weather
13 30 World Turns
100 Jimmy Dien
1 30 House Parte
21 00 Bla Payoff
3 30 Verdlet
3 00 Brighter Day
3 It Secret Storm

3 30 Edge of Night
4 00 Matinee
4 30 Cartoon Caper*
4 10 Cru Rabbit
1 00 Woodpecker
• 30 pees Collie
II 00 Scoreboard
4 06 Weather
6 16 CBS New*
4 30 Boots Sr Saddle
'1 00 Mystery
7 30 Tell the Truth
SOO °cation'
II 30 Red (Skelton
9 00 Gerry MOM*
10 00 U S Marshal
TO 30 Theatre
13 60 Sews

State Mother
Of Year Will
Be Selected

The Fulton News, Thursday, February 26, 1959,

Sun-Democrat
Entertains
Local Ag Men

Changes in the social security
law, according to Charles M.
Whitaker, Manager of the Paducah office, not only increased
The Hickman Grade School Inbenefits but made it possible for
The search is on for Kentucky's vitational Tournament will be
more people to qualify. Five 1959 "State
Mother of the Year". held Friday and Saturday nights,
John Watts, Roger Wiedeberg
groups of people now eligible for
She will be selected from Feb. 27 and 28th, according to and Charles Meunier together
payments for the first time are:
nominations sent to Mrs. Harry Coach C. E. Pierce.
with agriculture workers from
I. The dependents at disabled
Peters, Trenton, Ky., chairman of
Advance tournament tickets Western Kentucky and
workers receiving social security
Southern
the American Mothers Commit- can be secured from any of the
disability benefits. This 'includes
Illinois were entertained by staff
tee
students
for
from
Kentuck
the
schools.
y.
Prices
Nominat
ion
children under 18 years old, dismembers of the Paducah Sunblanks are being distributed are 50 and 25 cents. Admission
abled children over 18, and wives
statewide to women's organiza- tickets at the door will be 40 Democrat Thursday night at the
62 and over.
tions, religious groups, individ- and 20c per night.
Timbers Restaurant in Paducah.
2. Aged parents who were deuals and others.
pendent upon a worker at the
Hickman will play Beelerton
Approximately 50 persons inWhen the Mother of 1959 is
time of his death, but who could
selected she will be especially on Friday night at 7:30, and the cluding Fred Paxton, co-publisher
not previously qualify because
honored in her own state with a second game of the evening will Bill Powell, city editor and Jim
the deceased son or daughter was
citation at a ceremony, Mrs. be Western vs. Clinton at 8:45. Phillips, ag. editor were in 'atsurvived by a widow, widower,
Peters said. The Kentucky moth- Both of these games should be tendance.
or child, may now get payments.
ers will be eligible for selection good as each team has defeated
3. Sons and daughters of retir- as
American Mather of 1959 the other one game.
play each other and the two
ed or deceased workers who have which
will be made -y the
On Saturday night the two winners will play each other for
been disabled before their 18th
American Mutt._.
Committee losers of Friday night's game will the championship.
birthday may now be paid depenfrom the stat, winners.
dent's benefits, even if they were
The state and national mothers
not dependent upon the worker
are chosen each year, Mrs. Peters LETS HAVE A PARTY
for one half of their support.
4. Disabled workers who could said, "as symbols of ideal mothernot meet the work requirements hood, to emphasize the imporunder the social security disabili- tance of the role of the mother
ty provisions because they did not in the home, the community, the
have at least 11
/
2 years of work nation and the world, and to highout of the 3 year period just be- light the career Of motherhood.
fore they became disabled, may
The primary objective avowed 4
now be eligible. (Five years of by
the committee is " to develop Most complete stock in
442-44 Lake street
sovered work out of the last ten and
West Kentucky
strengthen the moral and
Fulton, Ky.
is still required).
spiritual foundation of the Ameri5. Widows who lost their encan home".
titlement to benefits because of
Mrs. Peters appointed these
their re-marriage may now be endistrict leaders to aid with distitled on their present husband's
tribution of nomination blanks:
account although they have not
Mrs. Ernest Hilliard, Clinton;
been married 3 years.
Mrs. Ruth Galloway Moss, BowlWhitaker pointed out that any
person who feels he or she would ing Green; Mrs. Ruth Scott, Irvbe qualified to receive benefits ington; Mrs. Harriet Akers, Caras a result of the 1958 changes rollton; Mrs. R. C. Moberly, Richshould contact their social se- mond; Elibazeth Holliday, Jackcurity representatives without son; Mrs. Gerrude Hilton, Mt.
Vern o n
and Mrs. Grayford
delay.
Schroeder, Louisville, Mrs. Moberly was state mother in 1945 and
Mrs. Holliday in 1938.

• DUKEDOM Rr. 2

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor•

children had Sunday dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson.
It continue, cold but the sun
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Smithhas shined a few days and that mier
and family of Bardwell and
helps.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kendall and
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Williams family of
Martin, were Sunday
were guests of W. L. Rowland dinner
guests of the Bill Matand Allie Sunday. Other guests thews.
were Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor,
Novell McKinney of Nashville
Mrs. Singleton. Mr. and Mrs. L. spent
a few days last week visitA. Rowland of Lynn Grove, Mr. ing
T. E. Steward.
and Mrs. Ernest Rowland and
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
Daryl of LaCenter
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
A large crowd attended the and
Larry attended the ballgarne
household shower given in honor Wednesd
ay night in South Fulof Janice Vincent and Jimmy ton.
Lowry by his parents, Mr. and
Mr.. and Mrs. Tremond RickMrs. B. G. Lowry at the Pilot man
visited in the home of
Oak School building.
Thomas Turberville Sunday as
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore guests of T
E. Steward.
visited Mrs Addie Casey and Lila
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called on
Mae one night last week.
Mrs. Addie Carey and Lila Mae
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and Friday p.
m.

EVERYBODY
WELCOME

Li. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield
opens his 1st District
Campaign for Governor
on

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28
2:00 P. M.(CST) at the

Murray State College Auditorium
Murray, Kentucky
If you can't be there—listen in: WFUL.
1270 on your dial, 2:30 p. m.

WNTERFIELD FOR GOVERNOR
COMMIT-rt.t.

ELEGANT IN TASTE

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 4
7 00 Breslau&
8 00 Kangaroo
• 45 News
9 00 Playhouse
9 30 Godfrey
10 00 I Love Lure
10 30 Top Dollar
II 00 Love of Life
11 30 Search
11 45 Guiding Light
12 00 News
12 20 Weather
1460 World Turns
I 00 Jimmy Dean
1 10 House Part,
2 00 els Payoff
3 30 Verdict
3 00 Brighter Day
3 15 Secret Storm

30 lidue of Night
00 Matinee
30 Cartoon Capers
SO Cru Rabbit
00 Little Rascals
30 Cisco Kld
00 Scoreboard
06 Weather
15 CBS News
30 Sea Hunt
00 Keep Talking
30 Trackdown
00 MIllionalre
30 Got a Secret
00 Circle Theatre
00 Bold Venture
10 Theatre
00 News

Bugg Heads
Waterfield Drive
In Hickman County
is just five week-ends away . . . and
now is the time to PLAN your cleaning and avoid the rush later. Send us
your drapes, slip covers and spring
clothes to be cleaned . . . NOW !

OK-Parisian Laundry 81 Cleaners
Telephone 130

E. State Line

Edward Bugg of Clinton has
been named chairman for Hickman County in the Waterfield
for Governor campaign.
Commenting on his selection
of a 'campaign chairman there,
Lt. Gov. Waterfield said, "There
are hundreds of other men in
Hickman County that I feel
would have made excellent chairmen and I truthfully hope that
every citizen will take it upon
himself or herself to be a chairman or a committeeman or a
precinct worker."
Mr. Bugg is now heading up
arrangements to have 500 Hickman countians in the crowd when
Mr. Waterfield opens his campaign in a First District rally et'
Murray Saturday, Feb. 28. The
rally is scheduled for the auditorium on the campus of Murray
State College.
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We are now equipped to clean and glaze all
furs and synthetic furs of all types: skins,
stoles, capes, coats, etc. . . .

Dewey Johnson

DON'T FORGET US WHEN STORAGE
TIME COMES ... we are fully equipped and
qualified to handle your fur and woolen
cleaning and storage !

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

All types of Ineurance

"Covering everything"
422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 408

STRAIGHT
BOURBON
WALKER DE LUXE
7 Years Old'- 86.8 Proof
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Kennel Celebrates
3rd Anniversary
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the local hospitals Wednesch,
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Stroud-Rice Wedding Solemnized
In Paducah On February 141h

•

Patsy Elliott, Kenneth Alexander
Say Vows In Jackson Ceremony

Barner-Strub Vows Are Planned
For June; Wedding In Memphis
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ed in Fulton Sunday.
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Services For
Jackson Wednesday
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tient:, in
'ednemit‘

Services for Ed Jackson, who
died Tuesday morning at the
Weakley County Hospital in Martin, were held Wednesday afternoon at 2, at the Obion Shape]
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. Oakley Woodside and
the Rev. 0. A. Gardner officiate&
Burial was in the Eastside Cemetery in Martin, under direction of
the Doug Murphy Funeral Home
of Martin. He was 76.
Mr. Jackson was a prominent
farmer, and lived between Fulton
and Martin.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Elsie
L. Jackson; two brothers, the Rev.
R. H. Jackson of Sharon and
Oscar Jackson of Martin; and two
sisters, Mrs. Clarence Smith of
Martin and Mrs. Gleason Rogers
of Sharon.
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Named Easter
Seal Chairman

Kennel Sponsors
Cartoon Contest
Mrs. Bennett and Wayne Anderson, sponsor and editor of THE
KENNEL, have announced that
they will conduct a contest ending the third week in March, in
which the best cartoon drawn by
a Fulton High freshman, sophomore, or junior will be chosen.
Cartoons submitted must illustrate
some certain idea or, in other
words, have a "point." Pretty
pictures with no "point" will not
be considered. Cartoons of the
type wanted are "Seventeen",
"The Girls," and "The Neighbors." all of which are now running in the newspapers.
The object of the contest is to
secure a cartoonist for THE KENNEL next year. For further details, contact Mrs. Bennett or the
editor.
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Kennel Banquet Marks Third Anniversary
annual KENNEL
The third
the
Banquet, commermorating
third year of publication of THE
KENNEL, was held C•30, Saturday
night, February 21, 1959, at the
Park Terrace Restaurant. The
guests included: the members of
the KENNEL Staff, members of
the Quill and Scroll, class officers, members of the Fulton High
faculty, and honored quests.
Carol McNeilly, Sidney Calliham, - Mary Ann Bennett, and
Susan Bushart were in charge of
the decoration.s.
The menu, whicn was enjoyed
by all, consisted of: turkey and
baked
juice.
tomato
dressing
potatos, tossed salad, green peas,
tea, coffee, rolls, and spice cake.

ege newspaper, as the speaker'
for the evening. They used as
their subject "Journalism."
The master of ceremonies preMartin
Mr. Mansfield
sented
principal of Fulton High School.
Mr. Martin made the presentstion of THE KENNEL's annual Citizenship Award's".

Named Waferfield
State Chairman
A prominent Paducah club,
church and school worker—Mrs.
John E. (Lucile) Kirksey—has
been named state woman's campaign chairman for Harry Lee
Waterfield.
Mrs. Kirksey, wife of a Paducah attorney, based her acceptance of the position largely on
what she termed Mr. Waterfield's
"interest in educational problems
and their solution."
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Turner And Brown Elected Mr. and Miss Fulton High
Candidates for Mr. and Miss
Fulton High were Linda Whitnel
and Ladd
Covington
Stokes—frhmn;Ca
and Bill Burnette—sophomores; Nancy Bushart and Merrell Davis—juniors;
and Brenda Brown and Kenneth
Turner—seniors.
The lucky candidates turned
out to be the seniors. Brenda and
Kenneth.
Brenda has marched with the
band as a majorette for the past
three years. Some of her activities have included the FHA, Fu- •
ture Nurse's Club, and the music
festival at Murray.
Kenneth, who moved here from
Corbin, Kentucky, has taken a
very active part in FHS activities.
He is a member of the Honor
Society, the Quill and Scroll, and
the Senior Who's Who. He is
photography editor of the Annual
and the assistant editor of THE
KENNEL. Kenneth is also a radio
announcer at radio station WFUL.
From THE FHS KENNEL

'59 Eighth Grade
Is Active Place
By Phyllis Pigue
The Eighth grade or Carr Elenentary
consists
cf
fifty-fivt
tudents, of which sixteen were
ransferred from Terry Norman
nd fifteen
were from other
chools. The rest of the twent
tudents have attended Carr all
their school life.
All the teachers agree that we
'aye an unusually large--number
if talented pupas and that we
re the liveliest eighth grade
hey've ever had.
On the morning of February 4.
959, thirteen boys !n the Eighth
lrade received letters for playng on the football team or on
le basketball team. The letters
!.tere a blue F with J. V. on them.
rhe boys were. Jonn Shepherd.
ootball; Kenneth Allen, footall and basketball; Chris Huner, football; Jim Hinkle, football:
/non Mitchell, football and bascetball: Philip Merryman. basketball; Don Burnette, football
.nd basektball; Tommy Harwood,
Ootball; Tommy Powell, football
Ind basketball; Philip Putnam,
'ootball, John Hunter. football:
Johnny Covington, football and
larketball.

Wayne Anderson
Wins Affairs Test

Are Trips To
Grocery Store Fun

The Fulton News, Thursday, February 26, 1959

Are your trips to the grocery
store fun?
On Tuesxiay. February 17, some
Helps for marketing for your
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Sanders
of the Fulton High Junior am, feed for the month of March
will
senior boys took a World Affairs be the subject of the Kentucky visited Mrs. Ella Veatch Satur:nstitute test This test was to Homemakers program, on WPSD- day afternoon.
Mrs. Colen Brown visited Mr
determine who froth our school TV. Channel 6, Wednesda y,
and Mrs. A. E. Green and Mrs.
would be eligible To go ,to Cincin- March 4, 12-30 to 1 -00 p. m.
Pearl Cooper Tuesday afternoon.
nati to the nation-wide .meeting
Mrs. Anna C. Thompson, Area
Wayne Anderson. a Junior of FulBobby Cooley has returned here
ton High won this honor. Wayne Home Demonstration Extension
from Detroit. Michigan.
Agent,
Mildred
Anwill have her market basis the son of Mrs.
derson of Fulton He will go to ket with foods in plentiful supply,
Miss Martha Kay Copelen spent
Cincinnati the 13 and 14 of and in addition, will present a last week end with Mr and Mrs
March. The Rotary Club of Ful- tilm that will give Ideas for all J. B Sanders.
ton will sponsor Wayne by send- homemakers when they are at the
Bobby Elliott left Tuesday
ing him on this trip. lie will be grocery store. The film, entitled night for V'.
:ago. to get work.
met in Cincinnati by someone "When you Go to the Grocery
Oscar Finch is visiting his sisStore",
a
production
is
of the Uni- ter,
connected with World Affairs InMrs. Julia Byrd
stitute and assigned to someone's versity of Wisconsin, and includes
home He will be entertained in valuable tips on marketing and
Mr. and Mrs Billy Greer and
care of foods.
•
homes during his stay
son, spent awhile Saturday with
He will go to meetings and
Mr. and Mrs, Elmoore Copelen
lectures on World Affairs. There
and family.
will be speakers from about four
Mrs. Elmer Walston left Friday
different states to make these
Clarice Bondurant- for Rockford. Ill., for a frit/ days
talks. In some of the meetings
visit with her children, Mr and
the students from the different
Mrs. Charles Uhlir and children,
Misses
Bettie Brockwell and
states throughout the nation will
Mr.
Mrs Bill Olson
among Sue Ammons of Cayce who are"
Affairs
World
discuss
pr. and Mrs. Lee Snow spent
nurses
in
Obion
County
hospital
there
themselves He will leave
in Union City, Tenn. spent three
probably Saturday night or Sundays last week taking a post gradMR. AND MISS FULTON HIGH: Kenneth Turner and Brenda day and return home.
uate course in supervising at the
Brown.
medical center in Memphis, Tenn.

CAYCE NEWS
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F. H. A. Provides
State Scholarships
The Futuie Homemakers Association is justly proud of its
scholarship program. Each year
local chapters all over the state
devise ways to earn money which
will be donated to the general
scholarship fund. The recipients
of these awards must have been
outstanding in FHA work, must
stand high scholastically, and must
plan to study home economics in
a Kentucky college with a view to
going into some phase of home
ec. work in the state upon graduation. Financial need is also
taken into consideration., The
scholarship amounts to $100.
Last summer at the state convention on the Western campus
at Bowling Green, ten such
awards were made. This means
that $1,000 was earned by FHA
girls over the state last year and
that as a result there are this year
ten former FHA girls in colleges
in Kentucky studying home economics who might not otherwise
have been able to attend school
past the high school level.
The Fulton High unit is now in
the process of making plans to
raise their share of the money
to be awarded this year at the
state conference at Lexington.
February 20 is FHA Scholarship
Day in Kentucky and a successful finish to the project is hoped
for by that time.
read the Classified Ads

The Whiluel Funeral Home
OFFE:RS
OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE
Our services are dedicated to those who desire and appreciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services. We
have always met any competitors' prices in this area.

CADILL.Ak, AMBULANCE SERVICE
We have two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditioned and
corygen-equipped—ready to go, day or night, And it costs no
more to use this service.

PHONE 88

THE PI'S KENNEL

408 EDDINGS STREET
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Mrs. Ruth Cloys has returned
Mrs. Brooks Oliver • home from several months visit
with her son, Mr Archie Cloys,
and family in Los Angeles, CaliMr. and Mrs Franklin House fornia.
and Don from Memphis were last
Mesdames: A. Simpson, Lemuel
weekend guests of Mr and Mrs. Simpson and Bill Gadberry
and
eitzhth grade finished the Harry Watts and Mrs. Nanneysf
Freddie were in Greenfield, Tenn.
basketball season, winning six
Mrs. Mary Towles was given a Thursday.
games and losing three. Their big surprise birthday luncheon last
Miss Mary Ann Simpson of
win was Ma“ield. waile the May- Wednesday by Mr. and Mrs. Wal- Murray spent
Thursday night
field team beat them earlier in ter Permenter, Mrs. Brooks Oliv- with Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.
the season. Sedalia was the only er and Jerry, Mrs. Harriet HasMrs. Daisie Bondurant and
tea
mhc
to beat the
Fulton teama and daughter and of course Clarice were Sunday dinner
twice. Both were close games. little Joey Towles helped too. We guests of Mrs. Lou Bondurant and
In the last game Fulton defeated all enjoyed the day very much Caniele.
Mrs. Vela Hammonds of .LouisMr. and Mrs James Haygood
South Fulton 43-12. with Burnette
ville, Ky. is visiting Mr and Mrs.
making 13 points, Allen 10. Mc- and Mr. and Mrs. Luther Page
Buford Campbell and Mr and
Alister 6. and Covington 7. Play- made a business trip to Paducah
Mrs. Dood Campbell.
last Monday.
ers that saw a lot of action on
Mesdames: Roy Cruce. Turner
Mrs. Brooks Oliver attended a
this team were. Powell Burnette, meeting sponsored by the State Pursell, A B. Overt*. Murrell
Allen, Covington, McAlister, and Department of Education Wed- Jeffress, Chester Wade and Rev.
Beadles.
nesday afternoon at the Weakley and Mrs. Warren Pafford attendCounty school superintendents' ed a district conference of W. 9.
The seventh grade team finish- office. Three
state representatives C. S. at Troy, Tenn. Monday.
ed an undefeated season, winn- and about twenty-five
Charles A. Burns of Huntsville,
Weakley
ing four games McAlister, Shep- Countians discussed our educe- lAla. spent the weekend with his
hard, W Bushart. Beadles. Mann, tional program.
parents, Mr and Mrs Arthur
and Bradley saw a lot of action
Gordon Oliver spent Saturday Burns.
with the Brooks Oliver family.
Mrs. Bobbie Langston from Cunningham, visit them Mr MilFrom THE FHS KENNEL
Evansville visited Mr and Mrs ner is Mrs.,Kings brother. Mrs
Robert Rucker during the week- Harold Murcia] also spent the day
end.
with them.
Mrs. Lois Mansfield is at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Paul
Roach, and family. She plans to
Coach Joe Caldwell's ninth visit her for awhile.
grade team ended the season with
Friends and relatives gave Mr.
a 5 win-1 loss record. Their one Herman Grissom a surprise birthloss game at the hands of May- day dinner Sunday at the home
field early in the season, but they of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grissom
got revenge by beating them later
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Grissom
in the year in a close game.
and son were w ek-end visitors
of Mr. and Mrs Dewey Grissom
The Freshmen won over Martin
and son.
twice, Fulton County twice, and
Bro. Neal Pryor was the dinner
Mayfield once. The entire record
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
for the junior high, including and family Sunday.
freshmen, was a fine 15-4. The
Our community was sorry to
freshmen team has been a great hear of Mr. and Mrs. J C Witt's
asset to the basketball program home burning Monday morning
since its founding three years ago. They lived here for several years
and we must not forget them in
Kenneth Bradley and Don Bur- their time of need.
nette paced the team with a 19
The Welfare Workers Club will
and 10 point average respectively. meet with Mrs. Roy Nabors in
Kenneth Allen. Ladd Stokes, and Fulton, Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Harold Muzzall attended
Ronnie Winston round out the
first five. Others on the teem in- a craft meeting for the Welfare
Home Demonstration Club in
clude Johnny Covington, Butch
Dresden, Friday. The lesson was
Sandling, and Bill Griffith.
making picture frames.
We have several hospitalized:
The eighth grade team, led by
Kenneth Allen and Don Burnette, and hope for the following a
ended the season with a 6-3 speedy recovery. Gary Roach,
record and the seventh grade, Mrs. Clovis Nanney, Mr. Loney
with such players as Dwain Mc- Anderson and Mr. Frank Parrish
went to Memphis Monday to conAlister, Terry Beadles, W,ard Bus- sult with
doctors, there.
hart and Dwight Bradley, finished
Mrs. Weldon King and Sarah
the season with an unblimished were delighted Monday to have
4-0 record.
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Milner of
From THE FHS KENNEL

Junior High Team
Ends 58-59 Season

Combs Committee
Named In Graves
A committee Of seven persons
has been selected to manage the
gubernatorial primary campaign
of Bert Combs.
They are Jackson McClure,
Symsonia; J. B. Humphries. Mayfield; Marvin Holland, Wingo;
Dalton Boyd, Mayfield; Mrs Fred
DeSpain, Lowes, and Mrs Roscoe
Williams, Wing° Rt. 2.
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The appointments were announced by the candidate's state
headquarters,
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Snow and Mrs. Ella
Veatch,
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Fines will be imposed on those who have not
purchased their tags after that date.
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Freshman Ball Team
Ends Successful Year
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Reds
ORDER YOUR
CHICKS
N-O-W •

RHODE
ISLAND
REDS
NEW
HAMPSHIRE

4:

"CHICKS
WITH A
PERSONALITY"

NOW OPEN
CHICKS AVAILABLE
Pullets, Cockerels or
Straight Run.

White *Rock
FEB

to hisure
Getting what
you want
when you
want them.
I'm!
We also
have all the new
Burpees 1959
varieties of vegtable and flower
seeds. Bulk or
package.

Straight

CHICK SUPPLIES, too ! Starter and growing
mash. Coccidiostat, feeders, fountains, other
needs.

PHONE 483

of d
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FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

your

or

With our new liberalized water heating service, you never have to wait for an electric
water heater to -catch-up" with your washer
... never had to wait for hot water for goy
need.
Now you get more hot water around the
clock at our low one cent rate .. . faster re... plus the safest, cleanest, most troubleotrvery.
free service.
Buy an electric water heater from your dealer
or plumber. Or ask us how the capacity of your
present water heater can be increased at small
cost without buying a new one.

2e a bath is all you
pay to heat water
*he sate clean
electric way.
This is the average
cost with our
low rate.

Now Is the time to buy an ELECTRIC wafer
Se. your dealer or plumber.

FULTON, KY.

Stat
ails,
calli

YOUR

LOCAL

HATCHERY

SERVES

YOU

BETTER

YOUR SOUTHERN STAlES COOPERATIVE SEI61(1 A,ENCY
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Susan Bushart And Wayne Anderson Are Presented
F. H. S. Citizenship Awards At Kennel Banquet

!e
es

n persons
mate the
campaign

make it his career. He has written
articles for publication in several
newspapers and he is the editor
of the Fulton High Kennel.
He is a membei of the Quill
and Scroll Club, a high school
journalist society, and also a
member of the National Honor
Society, which selects its members on a basis of excellent
grades.
Recently, Wayne made the highest score on a current affairs test

McClure,
-it-s. May, Wingo;
Mrs. Fred
rs. Roscoe
were ante's state

Mr. and
ilrs. Ella

and won a trip to Cincinnati,
Ohio. He will attend the World
Affairs meeting.
He is also interested in radio
work and has an operator's permit. Last summer he had a program on WFUL.
Wayne was presented his award
at the KENNEL'S third anniversary banquet Saturday, February
21, by the principal of Fulton
High School, Mr. Mansfield Man'
tin.
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1st Semester Honor Roll Announced

mention
Truss

—
Wayne Anderson

ulton

Beaus Radian

At THE KENNEL'S anniver- Society, and received monograms
for her high grades in both of
sary banquet held Saturday night,
the last two years.
February 21, 1959, k was anIn her sophomore year she
nounced that Susan Bushart and
Wayne Anderson had been select- jailed the Future Homemakers
ed as the best citizens of Fulton of America and has been very
High School. At that time, they active in that organization, serwere presented gold engraved ving as an officer this year, earn.
loving cups
Principal Mans- ing an F. H. A. Award as a junior,
and receiving F. H. A. Degrees
field Martin.
in both her s_phomore and junior
Susan Bushart, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. R. W. Bushart, is Public years.
So . at - a has held memberRelations Officer of the Senior
ship in the Future Nurses Club
Class
and the Junior Music Club
She is eo-r.ditor of the )959
throughout high school. She has
annual. THE GR-R-OWL, and has
been an officer of the Music Club
been on ..,the KENNEL Staff all
for the last two years.
four years of her high school
In selecting the Senior Who's
career, presently serving as Advertising Manager For her jour-, Whp, the class named Susan as
nalistic achievement she was , the neatest girl in the dais.
Wayne Aziderson, a junior at
elected to Fulton High School's
chapter of the Quill and Scroll Fulton High, has been selected to
- in her junior year, and is now its receive FHS's annual Citizenship
Award.
presiden t
Susan has been elected to mem,Wayne. an oulstanding student
bershm in the. National ,Honor scholastically, is also very much
interested in journalism and may

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

:E

Watches, Clocks and Time
Hewes of All Mods Acesvilely Repaired at Low Cowl

-Je

ANDREWS
Jewelrz2mpany

ESCAPES SERIOUS INJURIES
Nii• Jimmy McClendon, a nurse
.1 Hillview Hospital. was slightinjured (bruises and a bump
r.n, the head), when she lost con!rol of her car and oxerturned
•wice
recently.
The
accident
wcUrred at 2.15 as./ Mrs. Mc('lendon was coming to Fulton
from Hickman. Her car, a 1955

Plymouth, was badly damaged

Telephon•
Talk
•

by
HARol.1) WILLS'
our lelephone alitieiger

Ts elve
Fulton
High School
Boys—David Cunningham, Bill
students have all A's for the first Leneave. Paul Nanny, Ronnie
semester. The requirement for the Winston and Jimmy Wright.
honor roll is that the student
Girls—Cleta Beggs, Wanda Ca.sh
make all A's and B's.
Kay Morris, Scarlet Turner, and
All A students include Glynn Linda Whitnel.
Ray
Bradley, Freddie
Harper.
Charlie Huddleston, and Ruth
From THE FHS KENNEL
Butts, seniors; Roland
Carter,
John Cunningham, Tommy Fields,
and Jean Burnette. juniors; Tommy Carney, Karen Dublin, and Question: Why do you think the
young people of Fulton High
Ophelia Speight: sophornciris; and
School need"a youth Center, or
Kay Morris, freshman
do you?
as follows
ni, honor roll
Teacher: We need a youth cenSeniors
ter because our young people
Ii vs
Johnny
Allen, Glynn
need a place to meet socially
Ray
Bradley, Fref.die
Harper,
with the guidance of adults
Charlie Huddleston Philip Jefthat understand their problems
frees, Roger Pigue. Kenneth Turand needs.
ner, Brady Williamson.
Student. I think Fulton High
Girls -- Mary
Ann
Bennett,
iteed.s 'a Youth Center very
Susan Bushart. Ruth Butts, Sidbadly. The town of Fulton needs
ney Calliharn, Joan Carter, Joana place for recreation. A Youth
ne CovingtAm, Brenda Jones, and
Center would provide this and
Carolyn Mann.
it would also help keep young
Juniors
people off the street
Boys—Everett Allen Tommy AlTeacher: Definitely I do. I agree
len. Wayne Anderson, Philip Anwith the student above, it
drews, Roland Carter, John Cunwould help keep young people
ningham, Tommy Fields, George
off the streets. If you want a
Ray Gunter, Kenneth Leggett.
Youth Center reuity enough.
James Reed, Gary Williamson
you, as young people, will have
Girls Jean Burnette Judy Burto get behind it. Youth Centon. Martha Herring
Susanne
ters are plazes where young
Johnson. Carol MeNeilly, Patsy
people can develop into leadSmith, and Mandel Wells
ers if they have the desire to
Sophomores
go about it in -the right way.
Boys - Bill Burnette, Tommy
It can also help some one who
Carney, Bobby Hancock, Lynn
might be off on the wrong foot.
Newton, Charles Rice. Charles
Student: I think we need a
Willingham. and Hal Warren.
Youth Center. People talk about
Girls -Elaine Beggs, Lynn Busthe troubles teen-agers get inhart. Chan Covington, Karen
to, but still won't do anything
Dublin, Dorotha Duke, Judyi
&wait it. I also agree with the
Moore, Ophelia Speight. Susan
first student-teen-agers do need
Stokes, and Sandra Williams.
a Youth Center to help keep
Freshman
them off the street.
Teacher: A Youth Center is,
From THE FI1S KENNEL
most certainly, a desirable asset to any community, because
It provides clean, interesting
recreation for young people.
Teen-agers are going to seek
entertainment and companionNancy Huebert. Fulton -High
ship, and no better medium
student and Bulldog cheerleader, can be found to provide these
was the teenage chairman of the
necessities than a well-organis1959 Polio Campaign in Fulton.
ed and well-supenised Youth
Nancy was appointed by Josephine
Center.

Fulton High Forum

Nancy Bushart Leads
Junior Polio Drive

The Fulton News, Thursday, February 26, 1959,

The South Marshall basketball
game on February 28 is the lest
game the Seniors will play on
the Bulldogs' home court. The
outstanding seniors whose action
will be missed next year are:
Roger Pigue, forward, 3 basketball letters; Ward Burnette, center, 2 letters; Joe Johnson, forward, 2 letters; Richard Cardwell,
guard, I letter.
Although South Marshall is
currently rated higher than Fulton, our seniors will be out there
to make their last game the final
victory of the season.
The game will also be the last
for two senior cheerleaders. Fulton High will miss the leadership
of Ruth Butts and Mary Ann Bennett, who have been cheering the
team on to victory for three years.
Front THE PUS KENNEL

Home Ec. For Girls?
By Sidney Callinam
The q ue st ion often arises,
should girls take home economics
in high school?
Most girls plan to get married
and have a home and children.
They will be expected to know
how to cook and care for their
home and their children. How
will they know if they aren't
taught? Of course their mothers
want to teach them, but can their
mothers find the time? There are
several units in home economics
—cooking, sewing, child- care,
housing, relationship, first aid,
and budgeting. It would be quite
a task for mothers to try to teach
their daughters everything they
need to know in these,fields.
When most girls igia into home
economics, they don't know the
first thing about cooking or sewing. When they have had two or
three years, they can cook and
sew well. Of course some girls are
more talented in cooking and
sewing than others.
In the housing unit the girls
are taught to furnish their homes
and how to decorate them. They
are taught how to contrast and-

work:
Judy
Wolberton, Joan
Carter, Suzanne Johnson, Clet:i
Beggs, Sidney Calltham. and Mary
Ann Bennett

By Kenneth Leggett
From the day that every freshman girl enters hi;;11 school her
ambition is to be an office girl.
"Just imagine the fun that the
girls have! Getting to run to all
the classes, calling people to come
to the phone and learning all the
school gossip surely would be
wonderful."
However, by the timer that a
girl gets old enotr3h to help in
the office, she begins to realize
that it isn't exactly as it is pictured. She soon learns that she
must keep her matAh shut about
what she hears in the office
The six girls that work in the
office enjoy their work even if
It isn't as glamorous as usually
pictured. These girls are, in order of the periods in which they

Although the first period girl
has a little more work than the
Others, their duties are all about
the same They must take up
absentee lists, answer the telephone, call students to the phone,
and make announcements. They
also assist Mr. Martin by welcoming visitors, getting students
that he wants to see, and do
some typing for him. They also
assist Mr Holland in the same
way.
The first period Kiri must also
take the cafeteria count over to
the cafeteria, sort the mail, and
write down the absentees for the
day.
So, girls, you see that it isn't
quite what you thought. You
might think twice about wanting
to assist in the office

We have complete stocks

blend colors in the different
rooms. The essential periods of
furniture are also taught.
Every girl should take home
for HOME and FARM
economics in high school for her
own benefit. Home economics is
Machines
not an easy subject; not if you're
BENNETT
ELECTRIC
going to work ..hard to become a
really good home economist.
FULTON
PHONE 201

Dayton V-Belts

There's dancing - - - romancing in the streets
- - - and New Orleans sings from dusk to dawn!
You'll thank us for bringing this one to you!!

STARLITE Drive-h
SAT-SUN., FEB. 28, MARCH 1
(Starts at 7:00 and 9:10)

SILK STOCKINGS
Fred Astaire.

Cyd Charisse

Ahr
Plus Color Cartoon "VACATION WITH PLAY"

Start your (hicks Right
WITH BROWDER'S STARTING MASH
CONTAINS NICARBAZIN — The amazing coccidiosis control
additive that practically eliminates your coccidiosis problem !

Omar.

EVER NOTICED how often you hear the phrase—"It's
as near as your phone!" Just an example of how we take
the convenience and comfort of our telephones for granted.
It's so easy to pick up your phone ... for almost anything you want or need without ever taking a step from
the house. Comforting, too, to know that you're never
really alone when your phone's nearby. It makes modern
living mighty convenient and pleasant all the way around
—just telephone!
SHE KNEW WHAT SHE WANTED. Not long ago a
woman came into our business office with a swatch of
material in her hand. She held it against the new color
phones, then selected the one she liked best. Some ladies
like phones that blend with their color schemes and others
prefer a contrast. It's fun to pick out just the right color,
because there are nine lovely shades to choose from. Why
not drop into our office and see for yourself, and treat
yourself to extension phones to suit your taste?

FEBRUARY was once described as "the greyest month
of the year." Sometimes the lingering cold winter days
seem depressing, and we feel that spring will never come.
Well, here's a suggestion
for spreading a little good
cheer. Just pick up your
phone and make a Long
Distance call to that very
I
special
person. Just the
41
sound of your voice can
brighten their day, and the
cost is small for the happi1 ness you give. Remember—
it's always cheaper to call
Station-to-Station--that's when you'll talk to anyone who
answers at the number you're calling. You save, too, by
calling after six P.M. or anytime on Sundays. Why not
make someone's grey day "rosy" by Long Distance todayl

Nancy's twenty-eight co-workers were: Susan and Lynn Bushart, Steno, Callihan. Carol MeNeilly,
Katie
Brown, Ophelia
Speight,
Judy
Burton, Linda
Whitnel. Suzanne Johnson, Judy
Moore, Sharrye Johnson. Jill Edwards.
Clete
Beggs.
Cynthia
Campbell, Man: Am n Bennett.
Wayne Anderson. Glynn Ray Bradley, Kenneth Tufner, Scarlet Turner.
Kenneth
Lezgett,
Joyce
Owens, Sandra Williams, Brenda
Brown, and Saundra Latham
They set up live roadlocks on
area highways For three consecutive Saturdays they stopped
cars and asked for donations for
the Polio Campaign.
Generally
speaking,
travelers
were very co-operative. Most of
the collections - tal-en were in
small amounts. the largest being five dollars, For the three
days they collected, a total of
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Kennel Promotes
Staff Members

There have been seryeal changes
in the 'Kennel . staff the past semester. We congratulate each one
and we know everyone will do
his best work.
We have added three new reporters: Kenneth Leggett, Gary
md, from
Williamson.
Junior
High. Phyllis. Pigue
Our new typists are Jimmy
Wade and Brenda Jones
We have two new members on
the business staff. George Ray
Gunter is Assistant Business Manager, and Judy Burton has taken
over as Circulation Manager. She
also writes "Just Seribblin".
There are three additions to
the editorial staff : Marldel Wells,
who went from reporter to Copy
$400.
Nancy wishes to Lhank all her Editor: Suzanne Johnson, Assistant Activity Editor: and Kenco-workers for their services
neth Turner, who has been promoted from Editorial Assistant
omplete 1.ine
to Assistant Editor.

Tearing Aid Batteries
he/tring aids!
kit nor Hearing Aid Depart
'sent at your first epportunfty.
Or all Illakeit Of

CTTY DRUG CO
'105 Lake street
phone 75

CARRIED TO MICHIGAN
Mrs. Lloyd Eason, who was injured in a nautomobile accident
recently on the Union City Highway, was carried to her home in
Plymouth, Mich.. last week in a
Whitnel ambulance.

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!

SERVICE
REPAIR

A qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that
repair correctly . . the
first time Pickup and delivery.
If
Antennas Installed

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

STARTING
MASH
MANUFACTURED BY

FOR SALE used Royal-Smith
Corona-Underwood and RemPage 8, The Fulton News, Thursday, February 26, 1959
ington Portable typewriters.
Easy Terms. Conic in or call
Harden Office Equi pm e n t,
CARD OF THANKS
tucky Press Association intervenTreva Terrel's 45-point outUnion City, Tenn. across from
ed in the case, because it said of
This Saturday, February 28,
We would like to sincerely
Waldron Theatre, Phone TUr- burst, 22 in the third quarter,
the principles involved Gardner
there will be a public hearing on
thank all of our friends for their
paced Martin in its 55-37 rout of
ner 5-5871.
is a member of the association.
the Bayou Du Chien watershed at
many acts of kindness, including
Rives here Saturday night for the
Judge Bondurant later issued
1:00 p. m., Cayce Grade School,
the lovely gifts, following the fire PLANT English walnut trees for District 27 girls championship.
a statement saying the records
The Southwestern Kentucky in Cayce, Kentucky.
more profit than anything you
at our home recently. Words can
According to information from were open to any newspa
Polly Gillean had 15 for Rives Dental Society
per or
and its Auxiliary
All farmers and landowners in
not express our thanks to all of
can plant. They also make a and Darien Haley got 12. The
Congressman Robert A. Everett person except
met in the private dining room this watershed that are interest
Gardner.
beautiful shade tree. Get yours score was 21-21 at the half.
you. May God bless each of you.
ed (13-Tenn
of
Union City, a
of the Park Terrace Monday should attend this meeting
He accused Gardner of being
early; they are going fast!
to contract has been awarded a headlin
South Fulton took Palmerse hunter and said it
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Green
Write or phone W. A. Ledbet- ville, 38-47, in the consolation as night at 6:30 for the regular din- state their views either for or Charles Cannon. 129
Paschall was difficult for a judge to conagainst the formation of the
ter, Route 2, Fulton, Ky. or Shirley Brockwell got 26. Janice ner meeting.
Dr. Castle S. Parker of Murray Bayou Du Chien Watershed eon- street, to conduct the "South scientiously dispense with cases
phone Fulton 1416-M2.
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
Donoho paced the losers with 18 presided over
Fulton, Tennessee" ,
ontract stat- while facing "incrimination. . .
the business ses- servancy District.
while you wait. Forrester's
and Judy Laws got 16.
4on at that location. effective from an editor that
sion fgr the society. The program
IF
YOU
NEED
has only congood
a
used
car,
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
April 1, 1969
tempt for the courts and their
was devoted to children's dentisTaylor Chevrolet-Buick h a s
Move Back Into
The
I
Bureau of Facilities of methods of operation." 4udge
try, with slides being shown and
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney
FOR THE BEST Deal vn Office
LAUNDERETTE
Their Horne Monday
the Poet-office Department will Bondurant claimed he was exernarrated by Dr. Pat Lyden of
or Dan today.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
SERVICE
a
postmarking
stamp cising supervisory control over
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Green moved provide
See James 0. Butts at The
• 16 new Norge washers
The Auxiliary's business meet- back into their home at 102 Third showing "South Fulton, Tennes- the records for the welfare of the
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
• 4 new 25-1b. dryers
ing was.presided over by Mrs. G. Street Monday. Their home, which see" although the station will be people.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
attached to the post office at
• 20t per 9-lb wash load
Gardner pleaded that BonduB. Donoho, Jr. of Paducah, assist- WaS badly damaged by fire
Phone 674. We trade for your
TV SERVICE
on Fulton, Kentuck
• 25t per dryer load
y
ed by Mrs. Jack Weilauf of Pa- JIM. 20, has been redecorated.
rant has failed to point out any
Old equipment.
ducah. Plans were made for the
example of what he means by
Their daughters, Kim Jackie
Pickup and delivery
DROP-OFF SERVICE
"erroneous reporting".
"Drop it off"—we'll wash it by state meeting to be in Louisville Rawls and Mrs. Nick Nichols and
April 5-8.
little daughter, Teresa Ann, of
the time you return
There were 39 present for the Lansing, Mich, arrived
NEW PICTURE TUBES
WedFULTON LAUNDERETTE joint meeting.
WE RENT - - nesday_ to help with the straighOpen
6 am to 10 pm
Carr St.
The Jollyette Homemakers
No money down
tening up The Greens have been
Continued from rage One
near State Line
SIX WEST—
Hospital beds
living in an apartment at 313 Club held their regular monthly men's and boy's slacks.
Monthly terms
/Continued from rave one)
Carr Street while their home was meeting Tuesday afternoon at
Baby beds
The Henry I. Siegel Company
Alan Hook, Milan president.
three o'clock at the home of Mrs.
being repaired
years ago visioned itself a SouthRoll-away beds
Checks were presented by WilMark Steels Ill Davis Mill St.
Authorized Motorola and RCA
ern industry and made long range
liam Padon, farm service advisor
GET OVER $270
Members attending were: Mes-. expansi
Vacuum Cleaners
Service; we repair all makes.
When it's
on plans to develop with
for the company in this district.
dames A. Z. Tucker, Blaine
Floor polishers
this region of the nation. The
The Explorer Post of Fulton Mitchell.
Real Estate in Fulton
The banquet type dinner was
Nelson Cumming s, initial Souther
n plant was located
collected over $270 in their can- James
served at the KU auditorium.
see
Atkins, Mose Patton, ChesWADE FURN. CO.
J. Foster Jones, assistant divi- vass of the downtown district of ter Paschall, Lillian Jackson, and in Dickson in 1933. The second
plant was located in Fulton. KenPhone 103
Fulton, Ky. (Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade) CHARLES W.BURROW sion manager for KU, traced his Fulton and Highlands Saturday. Ruben M Lee,
tucky in 1937 and the ter° Carroll
The money will go to establishing
compan
y's
The
15-year
215 Main
interest
work
Phone 126 309 Walnut
in the
Phone 61
project for this
4-H program and called the small a youth center or Teen Town here month is "The making of cotton County plants located at Bruceton
Fulton, Ky.
and Trezevant were opened in
Farm Loans
cash awards "insignificant as on the third floor of the Fulton garments" presented by
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
Miss 1940 and 1947 respectively. The
City
Hall.
compar
Kathrine Wilson, County Home
ed
trade—repair and move. Get
to the wholesome
Conventional Loans
fifth plant at Hohenwald, was
competitive attitude between
Agent.
our prices. We service all makes FOR RENI: Floor sanding maMAKE HONOR ROLL
put in operation in 1954 And now
FHA
clubs and their accomplishments
Loans
A
delecta
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
ble
repast
was
served in 1959 the City of Gleason bechine and electric floor polishbrought
by
James
the
on
as
Hall,
—The
E.
hostess,
a
very
Norma
result
best
Owens
of
L.
selectio
the
n of real
comes the sixth locality of the
er and electric vacuum cleanWELLS DRILLED for industry
competitiorr" Mr. Jones explain- and Carolyn Roberts, all of FulMrs. Lillian Jackson, president
estate for sale at all times
ever expanding company.. Also
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
and homes Modern equipment,
ed that KU has nothing to do with ton are among the two hundred and Mrs. Willie M. Lee,
publicity Included in the firm's growth was
Phone 35, Church Street.
experienced workmen. Write
selecting the winning club but and, six students at Murray State chairman
the completion of a new building
merely
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
College
"picks up the tab" for
who made the honor roll
HELP WANTED: A good reliable
'addition doubling the size of the
the
Fulton, Ky
for the fall semester, according
awards and recognition.
woman to supply customers in
Bruceton plant in June of last
Jones related how his company to registrar, Mrs Cleo Gillis Hes- NEWSPAPER—
Fulton Co. or Fulton with
year. A new arid larger building
WHITE OAK tnntser wanted: we
purchas
ter.
ed
500
acres
on
which
to
Rawleigh Products. Write RawContinued from MT! One
is now under construction in
buy white oak standing timber;
leigh's Dept. K Y A-1071-127 build an electricity generating
records of his court for the in- South Fulton. Tennessee and will
custom stave and heading bolts.
plant
C.
and
D.
leased
JONE
S—
most
of it for
Freeport, Ill. or see Bill Johnspection of plaintiff or for the be completed this year for the
Contact us for prices and specison, Box 352, Russell Springs, $1 to the University of Kentucky
inspection of any citizen in Ful- firm's new location at Fulton
firations. National Distillers
Continu
ed
from
rage
One
for
agricult
ural research purKy. Ph. Union 6-7106.
ton County, Ky. . ."
l'sroducts Co.; Box 65, Wingo,
Company officials feel that the
poses. Jones also said the com- of directors in the Fulton club
The
Ky.
pany donated $75,000 toward the and has been an outstanding violatedpleading says Bondurant new plant at Gleason will add
the Firso and
14th another chapter to the firms
Union City HYDE PARK CLOTHES research. The manager said KU's worker during the year.
SHOE SALE: Throughout Febru- Phone TU 59404
In addition to the awards, the Amendment to the constitution growth which already exerts a
farm service department had
ary 1959, all Douglas and Carter
of the United States and also great economic influen
For Men
(Complete stock)
ce in Midgrown from one man to 10 in 15 primary purpose of the banquet Section
men's dress shoes in stock, to
14 of the constitution of dle and West Tennessee with its
was to honor the bosses--the emGood
selecti
on
of
years.
record
He
s
explain
ed
the com—featuring "Lon-Air"—the most
be sold at $7.95 pair. Some
the
Common
wealth
of
ployers and co-workers of the
Kentucky more than three thousand emon LP dnd 45 rpm
advanced of all Dacron worsted pany's program was statewide,
close-out numbers for less. The
Jaycees who have done so much by denying Gardner access to the ployees and an annual payroll
Edwards Store, Mayfield, Ky. Mail orders—Snecial orders fabrics. Most durable and not just in counties which it
records
that totals more than $5,000,to make the club successful.
wrinkle-resistant of all lighter- serves.
Attorney Williams said that in 00000
Dan Taylor and Cecil Wade,
Other Paducah KU personnel
weight fabrics.
taking
Gardner's CHM' it was not
The company enjoys a splendid
attending the dinner included Ira vice presscients of the local club the
I AM NOW represeting the
purpsoe of his law firm to cooperative spirit with its
gave reports on the activties of
emJ.
Kane,
Greenfield Monument Works
manage
r
of
custome
r
Suits, $55
deal with personalities He said ployees and has a close
relationservice for the Western Division the past year and James Butts he
and will appreciate the oporthought
the
ship
issues
with
REPAIR SERVICE
in
the case
each individual emand Miss Louise Bibb, home discussed plans for future actitunity to show you our beautiGrisham-Butterworth
far transcended the personalities ployee Proof of this in
vities of the club.
manifesteconomist.
RADIO AND TV
ful line of memorials. Tom
or
individ
uals
involved "It is not ed in the company's medical inClothing Company
The guest speaker, Mr. Tom
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
what
this
judge has done or will surance program, life and acciMarshall of Jackson, Mississippi
Any make—any model
LEGAL
who is one of the 10 national vice do, but it is what other judges dent insurance, paid vacations
FULTON COUNTY OlL CON- presidents gave
the key address might do in the future if this and holidays and an anual ChristFREE PARKING!
SERVATION DISTRICT NOTICE in which he
outlined the origin precedent is permitted to stand' mas party given at each plant for
For
The
OF HEARING UPON ORGANI- of the Jaycees
The alleged "censorship" action the employees. In all communities
WOOD & PRUITT TV
, their purpose in
ZATION OF PROPOSED BAYOU the commun
ity, and expressed by Judge Bondurant started, ac- with a Siegel plant will be found
DU CHE1N WATERSHED CON- appreciation
for the support given cording to Gardner, on February frequent participation by the
300 Walnut St.
Phone 211
SKRVANCY DI S T RI C T, EM- the group by
local employers and 3 when he was not allowed to company in community chariBRACING LAND LYINfir businessmen.
Authorized RCA-Victor
The program was see County Quarterly Court rec- table and civic undertakings, as
FULTON, GRAVES AND
- enjoyed very much by all present. ords. At that time Gardner said well as projects in the community
Across From
Sales and Service
MAN COUNTIES.
he was told by Judge Bondurant undertaken
by the company
Coca-Cola Plant
WHEREAS, on the 29 day of PRISON—
that he (Gardner) had made er- alone
January, 1959, there was duly
roneous statements in the HickMack Ryan
man Courier and therefore would
filed in the office of the Fulton
Continued frowt Pave One
County Soil Conservation District landed the prison.
not be allowed to see the records
Charles Stafford
at Hickman, Kentucky, a petition
The institution was proposed again.
signed by at least 25 landowners for an area including Western
The so-called erroneous stateNOW is the time to get your
pursuant to the provisions of the Kentucky, Northwestern Tennes- ments apparently referred to an
Typewriter and Adding Mac- Waters
hed Conservancy District see, Southwestern Illinois and editorial written by Gardner on
hine Overhauled. See Cleo Law,
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